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What people with cancer need to know: Guidance for cancer researchers: Get the latest public health information from the CDC: Get the latest research information from NIH: Every time you decide to do a little shopping for the Nintendo 3DS eShop, the device will ask you if you want to download your selected game right
at that time or at a later time. The wording of these options may seem a little confusing, but it's just asking if you want to start downloading at that exact time (Now) or the next time you put the Nintendo 3DS into sleep mode (Later). One may be more convenient or even necessary, depending on what you are doing with
the device at the moment. Nintendo Download option later is convenient. For one thing, taking games to sleep mode is a little easier for your Nintendo 3DS battery. For another, you can queue up many games to download. Then you can turn off your 3DS and make a sandwich. Whenever you want to check the status of
queued downloads, all you need to do is open your 3DS. It's interesting how some things come full circle. In the early days of the Web, browsers will automatically download links to files that were not Web pages, such as images, PDF files, and documents. Then the browsers became so advanced that they were able to
open almost any file in real time. This created a problem for developers, though. How do you force a browser to download a file instead of opening it? A bunch of hacks and solutions sprang up to solve the issue, but none were a real solution. That all changed with HTML5 when the download attribute was presented.
Now, developers can add a special download attribute to HTML anchor tags to tell browsers to treat a link as a download instead of opening the destination file. There are several ways you can use the Download attribute to control how browsers handle download connections. Even better, all modern browsers support
the Download Feature, so you shouldn't see any issues with compatibility or the need for an alternative. There are several ways you can handle the download attribute. Each has its own benefit, and everything works smoothly in different browsers. The simplest way to use Download Attribute is to include it only in its most
basic format in your anchor labels. Not include an additional file name or support information. The result looks like this: &lt;a href=/path/to/download.pdf download=&gt;Download now!&lt;/a&gt; By including download you say in any browser reading the page to download the target link instead of opening it. In this case,
the browser will download the file exactly as it is with the same name. What if you really want to change the name. There are many cases where you would like to do this. Automatically generated file names are a good good They usually have ridiculously big names with strings of garbage characters. This is not the
experience you want for your guests. You can standardize things with the download attribute. To specify a file name, set the download attribute equal to it. Exclude the file extension. The browser cannot and will not convert the file type, so there is no point in trying. &lt;a href=/path/to/download.pdf download=your-
file&gt;Download now!&lt;/a&gt; Your visitors will download the file as your file-file.pdf. Along with this comes a simplified way to allow your users to download images directly. This is not revolutionary, and you can probably piece it together yourself, but you can use the download feature to create a downloadable image
link. Start by setting up an image as you normally would on your page. This, of course, will be the image that is available for download. &lt;img src=/path/to/image.jpg alt=my image&gt;Then embed the whole thing into an anchor label by linking to the image path. &lt;a href=/path/to/image.jpg&gt; &lt;img
src=/path/to/image.jpg alt=my image&gt; &lt;/a&gt; Finally, add the download attribute to the anchor label. You can change the name of your picture if you want. &lt;a href=/path/to/image.jpg download=image-download&gt; &lt;img src=/path/to/image.jpg alt=my image&gt; &lt;/a&gt; Now, when a visitor clicks on the image,
they will automatically download it directly from your server. It is not necessary, and may seem like an exaggeration to a developer, but how many visitors to the site would consider right clicking on an image to view or download it? At PEAK6 Capital Management, we have some beefy boxes for processing intraday data,
as you've probably already read about in a parable of pricing, processors, and memory. While we're all fighting for the spread of COVID-19 from remote work and isolation, Kevin Newman's simplification of disaster recovery with Pure ActiveCluster and VMWare MetroCluster fame had a great idea of how we could do
more. He shared some work he had done getting Folding@Home up and running in our #general conversation: @knewman: I've been struggling to think about how I can help in all of this, since I know about as much medicine or biology as I do about power tools (annoyingly little). It is also difficult to be socially distant
and do something useful at the same time . My mom, for example, knows how to sew, so she's joining a community group sewing emergency face masks. I know compute, so I was excited to hear that I can redirect many computers in my home and servers to something useful: Kevin's heads up #general quickly
made us think about how we could do even better by putting PEAK6 engines to work as well. What's Folding@Home? First, some quick background. Folding@Home is a Stanford Medicine project that uses donation calculates to discover new protein folding patterns. Protein folding requires a lot of calculation, so
Folding@Home project distributes the work to many different computers around the world. Splitting the task allows each computer to do a little bit Calculate. After the calculation is done, the resulting protein folding patterns give insight to scientists and doctors so they can better treat the virus. If you want to read more
about the platform and how they help with COVID-19, Greg Bowman's project Folding@Home has a great write-up here. Downloading viruses for GoodIf you want to follow along and offer some of your own complete, you can check out the Folding@Home site installers here or drivers here. Whether you're on a mac,
windows, or linux machine, there are great installation instructions to get you up and running fast. Once you have things installed, you can open both FAHControl and FAHViewer as shown below. And that's pretty much it. You can adjust how much load and when to run, but otherwise, FAHClient runs in the background
picking up new work as assigned. You may also notice the client's reena just before getting assigned work. There were over 400,000 new downloads of Folding@Home software last week, so a lot more programming happens and they work to make sure all that they reckon gets put into use. Better with a pinch of saltnow,
installing the client Folding@Home on some machines is quite easy, but what if you have to install it on many machines? At PEAK6 we are all about automation and repetitive constructions, deployments, patching, etc. It allows us to quickly deliver our software as well as easily maintain all the components and pieces that
make up the various systems that support our trading platform. It's also very cool. We use SaltStack, or Salt, to automate our systems. It's similar to other distributed automation platforms like Onsible and Puppet. In Salt, the configuration is expressed in a salt state module or YAML file that describes how to configure the
system. The following is a quick example of folding in home.sls: {# Folding at home Defaults #} {%- set fah_client_version = '7.4.4_amd64' %} {%- total fah_control_version = '7.4.4-1_all' %} fah: pkg.installed: - pkgs: - fahcli ent: {{ fah_client_version fah_control_version }} service: - name: FAHClient file.logged: - name:
/etc/fahclient/config.xml - user: fah_user - group: fah_group - mode: 644 - source: - salt://ubuntu-common/files/etc/fahclient/config.xml The first three lines call variables for client and control software versions. The next sets a status call 'fah' with three details: 1) the packages to install, 2) the services that should run after
installation, and 3) a managed file, which in this case is a Folding@Home configuration. As soon as we have this state that we can apply it throughout our environment, as needed, pretty cool huh? Works at Docker/K8s TooIf you're more of a container/Kubernetes stack mechanic, check out . This has both a Dockerfile
configured for Folding@Home and many Kubernetes configuration files for deployment. It's 10 p.m., you know what you Do they? We're going to do it! After automating the development of Folding@Home on March 22, we had a very good look, even if it was our first run of it. Our statistics show 10% of donors for the day
with a grade of 198,009 from 2,294,579! Finance by day, wrapping up the night Tom Simpson, CEO of PEAK6 Capital Management, recently sent a note to the company reminding us of the importance of the work we do in the markets. Since you may be wondering what all these servers are doing during the day, I would
like to share Tom's thoughts with you. PEAK6 Capital Management is a market liquidity provider. This means that we commit our energy, time, talent and capital to provide orderly and transparent equity and options markets. These markets create liquidity customers and the overall market is desperately needed
especially now with all the volatility and disruption caused by Covid-19. In other words, PEAK6 Capital Management ensures that financial institutions have a way of offsetting their risk. When large and small businesses need to raise cash, or companies need to finance investments or ongoing costs, our efforts ensure



that these financial institutions can confidently give access to loans and credits by significantly reducing the impact of the financial disruption. And, that's why, financial markets, trading, and futures exchanges, are near the top of the list of core businesses and also why we work so hard to make sure our systems are
online during this crisis. So after our servers complete their daily work in the markets, we now have them work to fight COVID-19 through protein folding. There are many other ways to get involved and help too, just like Kevin mentioned when he first put this idea out there. You can donate to charities and food banks, you
can carve out COVID-19 AI challenges for Kaggle, or even 3d print much needed supplies. Most importantly though, the best thing you can do is take care of yourself and make sure you're struggling to spread by staying at home! A quick note about securityIn a quick note, we have created the Folding@Home project
using the same limitations and the profile that is heavily controlled apply to our end-user desktop team. This is neat because in addition to installing the software, there are no additional firewall, proxy, or security configurations should be tweaked in most cases. Folding@Home pulling with the client that is configured to
direct communications to trusted servers at Stanford and digital signatures to verify the validity of all collapsible input and output. There is a remote access feature for experienced users to enable on multiple clients, but out of the box, this is disabled and locks communication with localhost. While nothing is foolproof and
you should always evaluate how the new software affects the security footprint of your ecosystem, we were impressed by both the convenience and the thought of the solution. Congratulations to the engineers! If you want more details, Folding@Home project has security information here. Quick update for 4/5/2020Ples
4/5/2020Ples over Folding@Home installation during downtime for just over 12 days. During this time we managed to complete 858 work units for a total score of 11,256,125. Our grade after 12 days is 24,408 out of a total of 2,518,264 donors Folding@Home by 2020. Terrible!! ReregationsSubscribe to get your daily
round-up of top tech stories! Stories!
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